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M E D I T A T I O N  A N D 

R E T R E A T  C E N T R E

I’m writing this just after the May 
weekend which was special 

for so many reasons.  The joyful 
presence of so many of our 
Marpa family, which included a 
real international presence. The 
glorious weather smiled upon 
us all weekend, making mealtime 
picnicking around the beautiful 
garden delightful.  Incredible 
teachings from Kyabje Chime 
Rinpoche, Pasang Rinpoche and 
Lama Sean made it feel like Summer School was 
squeezed into a weekend!  On top of this was an 
offering of robes to the White Sangha, several Body, 
Speech and Mind offerings and a Guru Rinpoche 
Tsok puja to finish. It was remarkable to have so 
much happen in one weekend, and I’m sure that it will 
remain in our hearts forever. What a perfect blessing 
for us all.  

Earlier in the year, saw the Shrine room refurbished 
and the new Shrine fitted. We were delighted that 
Rinpoche came out of his writing retreat to bless 
the Shrine at Losar, and I know that many of you 
were moved by the beauty of this new Shrine.  There 
is a short piece on the Shrine project later in the 
newsletter.

We were sad to withdraw the planning application for 
the Stupa, but whilst there was support and interest 
within the village, there were also some objections.  
We held a couple of open mornings in January for 
the villagers to come and view the site, ask questions 
and enjoy tea and scones! About 25 people came and 
there was a lovely ‘tea party’ atmosphere. However, 
Rinpoche worked hard to establish and maintain 
the positive relationship between Marpa House and 
the village, which we didn’t want to damage, so after 
consideration and following Rinpoche’s wish to keep a 
harmonious presence in the village, we withdrew our 
application.

In the background we’ve been busy. We had a 
weekend Trustees meeting in January - we try to do 
this every two years, and it is a chance for us to really

Trustees Report
by Louise Kuka (Chair of the Trustees)
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discuss in depth our long-term planning 
and governance. We find these meetings 
extremely useful and productive, quite 
exhausting, but also fun!  It was at one of 
these meetings 8 years ago that the idea of 
the House Administrator evolved. 

Which leads me to the fact that in May we 
said goodbye to Chris Atkinson, our House 
Administrator.   We are all sad to see Chris 
go, but equally he has become part of the 
Marpa family, so we are sure he will still 
be about at the House regularly, now as a 
guest!  We wish him all the best in his future 
endeavours.  For the next few months I will 
be covering the role, as we move forward 
clarifying the job specification, advertising and 
appointing someone new.

The world is changing and it seems there 
are more regulations and guidelines to meet 
so we have been reviewing our policies, 
processes, as well as the new GDPR data 
protection regulations that came into effect in 
May.  By the time you are reading this some 
of you have received an email.  Enclosed with 
this newsletter is a letter/form - please do 
confirm your details and return it to us to 
ensure we can still send you the newsletter, as 
well as other information on courses/events. 
Thank you for taking the time to do this, we 
know it’s a bit of bore so we’ve tried to make 
it as easy as possible!

I’d like to finish by reflecting on how the 
events and activities at the House appear 
to be flourishing.  It is wonderful that 
what Rinpoche set up over 40 years ago, 
is blossoming today and if we continue to 
practice, to be a harmonious sangha, then 
Rinpoche’s teachings and the Dharma 
activities of Marpa House will continue to 
flourish and will benefit so many others 
long into the future.  How fortunate we all 
are to be a part of this, and to be taking 
responsibility to ensure the blossoming of 
Rinpoche’s teachings, so that his lineage and 
teachings continue to benefit many beings.

Yours in the Dharma. 

As I reflect up the 
last six months, 

the phrase ‘all change’ 
comes to mind – a 
new shrine, new White 
Sangha members, a 
new future for the 
Sangha, new teachers 
bringing new teachings 
and a flurry of activity 
to the House.

It has been a wonderful time to be part of the 
Committee, helping to steer the Marpa House 
ship to new and exciting places.

The main focus for the Committee these 
last few months has been Kyabje Chime 
Rinpoche’s May teachings.  First of all, thank you 
to everyone who came along to support this 
year’s event, whether it was simply to bathe in 
the teachings or to support the team. 

I think that you will agree that it was an 
incredible weekend!  It was the largest event 
ever held at Marpa House, with each day 
having between 150-180 people.   I am so 
proud to have been working together with 
such a fantastic team and I am sure the Chime 
Rinpoche will be pleased to see his students all 
working together in harmony.

We say a ‘goodbye’ and ‘thank you’ to Gabrielle 
McCarthy, who is leaving the committee to 
become the Marpa House gardener – we 
hope that you have an enlightening year! 

There is not enough space here to say what 
needs to be said about Chris Atkinson, 
the House Administrator and what he has 
brought to the House and team since joining 
in September 2010.  It goes without saying 
that we are going to miss your fantastic 
organisational skills, can-do attitude and great 
sense of humour, we hope to see you at the 
House again soon.

Committee News
by Vicki Tofts-Gonpo (Chair of the Committee)
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Also, a very big thank you also to Iris Treibl, who
has given so much to the House, and to Lisa 
Smith, who left at the end of February, for all her 
help assisting with the housekeeping. Also thanks 
to Wolfgang and Henrietta for their fabulous 
work in the garden and supporting the team.

At this point I would like to welcome Astrid 
Jackson into the committee, who brings with her 
a wealth of experience and dedication to the House.

We have another exciting six months ahead of 
us and we are looking for more people to join 
the committee.  If you think that you might be 
interested, please email the Secretary at: 
mail@marpahouse.org.uk with any questions 
or queries.  
Please give it some thought – everyone has a 
hidden talent!

teachings with Chime Rinpoche. When I 
arrived at the House I felt a bit wobbly, and 
I didn't know anyone, but when standing 
in the hallway, listening to the hubbub and 
watching everyone, I felt very clearly that 
I had arrived in the right place. That clarity 
of feeling always stayed with me even 
though for many a year I could only attend 
occasionally, so when I knew I was going to 
take early retirement, and I happened to 
see in the Newsletter that the Committee 
was looking for new members, I decided to 
apply. 

When I went to the first meeting, I didn't 
know the other Committee members and I 
had no idea what our responsibilities were. 
The feeling of walking into the unknown 
was a bit scary, but the feeling of being a bit 
'at sea' is also quite a delicious adventure. I 
do remember someone reassuring me by 
saying something like: it doesn't matter if 
you aren't sure, it will be fine, and you will 
learn.

And that was all exactly as it turned out to 
be. I often had no idea what was what as it 
was always the 'first time', but we worked 
as a group, and I learned a lot. I realised that 
we were a group of willing, diverse people 
– not saints, not yogis, but people. We might 
disagree a bit, we had very different skills 
and personalities, but we were all Dharma 
students, and we all shared love and respect 
for Chime Rinpoche and Marpa House. 

The opportunities for practice and 
offering are tremendous. For example, it 
is so interesting to sit in a meeting or be 
carrying out some duty when there is 
aggravation or praise, and watch your own 
internal emotions and thoughts, and then 
live the aftermath. It is such a great gift to 
experience that with people you know are 
Dharma practitioners too- everyone knows 
they are learning.

When there is a big event, the Committee, 
Staff, Trustees, and volunteers are maxed 
out. Everyone is trying to cover all bases, 

Reflection on Being 
a Marpa House 
Committee Member

When I moved to Britain in 1985, I felt 
bereft. I had taken refuge with Traleg 

Rinpoche in Australia and now here I was 
thousands of miles away from Rinpoche and 
his sangha. An Australian Dharma student, 
who I had met fleetingly just before I left, told 
me quite clearly that Chime Rinpoche is the 
best. So, not long after arriving, I checked for 
information about where Chime Rinpoche 
taught. This was long before the time of laptops 
and the Internet so investigation was a bit slow. 
Bit by bit I heard about Kham Tibet House. 
One weekend, after locating Ashdon on a road 
map and realising that public transport was 
going to be awkward, my husband borrowed 
his cousin's car to drive me up. We were 
driving around a roundabout in the very early 
stages of our trip when we got two flat tyres. 
That visit was not to be.

A couple of years later, having secured a job 
and given birth, I did finally get to a weekend of

by Janet Scott
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while trying to remain friendly and welcoming. 
There are plenty of bumps- criticism, 
responding defensively to complaints, extreme 
tiredness, but this is off-set by the shared joy 
of communal endeavour.  And there are so 
many funny things too: the House alarm going 
off in the middle of the night on a Secretary's 
first weekend; the water for the whole village 
turned off just before the biggest event we 
had ever hosted; the Secretary going to the 
petrol station at midnight to get heaps of 
plastic bottled water after we had worked 
so hard to avoid using too much plastic; 
and, my absolute favourite, sitting up in the 
marquee throughout the nights on a rota, to 
keep watch on the Torma, so that our native 
animals were not tempted to feast.

I think that anyone who visits Marpa House 
is blessed, but I think that anyone who gets 
more deeply involved receives an amazing 
opportunity! 

The meditation opportunity was beautiful 
and powerful for me. With one-hour 

sessions throughout the day and lovely 
flexibility in being able to do one’s own 
practices as well.

With sitting meditation I found time to 
experience and work through what ‘the mind’ 
and ‘body’ brings up while trying to settle. 
Things like have to adjust position (while 
everyone seemed to be so still) and look 
at how ‘the mind’ responds to discomfort 
in trying to maintain a kind of meditation 
posture. For me relaxing was key.  Also, 
I tumbled through issues of expectation; 
endless likes and dislikes, thoughts thrown 
from the past in a present re-evaluation 
and then projections into our shared future. 
During a single feedback session I was told

A Silent Retreat Over 
The New Year, 2017
by Astrid Jackson

how these thoughts arise, ‘as flowers in the 
meadow’, which I preferred to view as the 
tips of grass breaking through the covering of 
snow on Ashdon ground.

Looking back, I’m so grateful for the time 
spent at Marpa House. I’ve read a bit about 
people's meditation experiences and can now 
value this time spent looking at the ‘in’ and 
‘out’ as important experience to build upon. 

Thank you John Howard and the kindness of 
Marpa House.
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And so the mandala was slowly being 
constructed again, and over 2 long weeks 
Stevan carefully and lovingly built the new 
shrine. Moment by moment, hour by hour 
and day by day the shrine took shape, each 
moment creating a deeper sense of beauty. 
It never ceased to take my breath away as if 
it was seeing it for the first time each time, 
which of course I was as it was continually 
changing.  Words somehow didn’t capture the 
essence of it, we tried… beautiful, exquisite, 
majestic… but somehow they all fell short.

The pure devotion, motivation and generosity 
of so many people bought this to fruition. 
Offering something so special to our precious 
teacher, Kyabje Chime Rinpoche, and turning 
Marpa House from a ‘gompa’ to a ‘Lha Khang’ 
is a significant moment in the history of 
the House. And with Rinpoche blessing the 
Shrine on the Losar Saturday in February, it 
was both the perfect finale and the perfect 
beginning… may many Dharma activities 
flourish in the Marpa House shrine room 
now and long into the future, that generations 
to come may benefit.

Our New Shrine
by Louise Kuka

January and February in Marpa House 
brought a wealth of teachings and 

experiences, excitement, wonderment and 
exhaustion! Like a sand mandala, the shrine of 
over 30 years was deconstructed, a powerful 
reminder of impermanence.

Over the following weeks the 
interconnectedness of the trades was bound 
into a tight schedule, working around each 
other to transform the shrine room into a 
beautiful otherworldly realm, in preparation 
for the arrival of the new shrine. Daily pujas 
were held in the tea room, the Shakyamuni 
Buddha’s blessings felt ever more strongly 
due to the close proximity, and a belief that 
he was safely protecting all the blessings of 
the old shrine until the new one was ready 
to inhabit. Showered by the blessings of Guru 
Rinpoche from weekly tsok pujas, it was a 
joyful time.
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I’ve been a member of a Dharma group 
which meets weekly at the university where 

I teach for well over three years. As the group 
has long standing connection with Marpa 
House and Chime Rinpoche naturally I was 
keen to make the acquaintance of Rinpoche. 

Leading up the day I had feelings of 
anticipation and trepidation. When I arrived 
my immediate reaction was to see that many 
people had come from far and wide just 
for this event, to volunteer, to bring food 
and walk around the bonfire.  The house 
was a busy place – there must have been 
at least two hundred people there that day 
so I was eager to meet and chat to a few 
of them. I quickly realised that this was such 
an important event a number of them had 
travelled from overseas to be there for the 
day.  

As it was calm and sunny day people were 
out in the gardens while others were sitting 
around inside chatting and drinking cups of 
tea and coffee.  The volunteers who live at 
the house would just take away used mugs 
and bring out clean ones, and the whole 
place was spotless, running as smoothly as 
the railway system – the Japanese one, that is! 
We had a splendid lunch, after which Chime 
Rinpoche made his address in the shrine 
room.  

In common perhaps with all relatively novice 
seekers on the path, inwardly I was hoping 
for some kind of instant, discernible step 
up on my spiritual journey, a preview of 
enlightenment, seen through a small hole that 
Chime Rinpoche might somehow punch into 
the veil. Of course, no such thing happened, 
but I wasn’t disappointed.  It turned out to 
be a momentous day, as Chime Rinpoche 
announced his retirement.  So it was 
fortuitous (and perhaps miraculous!) that

I was ever there at all as opportunities to 
meet him in the future might be rather more 
limited.

Will I go again? Definitely – many times I 
hope. The whole experience was a world 
away from daily life and work in the middle of 
a big city.

My First Visit, at Losar 2018
by Pardeep Sud
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Chime Rinpoche: the 
Four Foundation 
Practices
by Mark Nuttall

The Four Foundations, or ngondro, were 
the subject of Rinpoche’s teachings this 

year. Regarding the four contemplations that 
turn the mind to the Dharma, Rinpoche 
considered reflecting on ‘precious human 
birth’ as an encouragement for us to try 
and become enlightened in this lifetime. The 
other aspect, he stressed, was contemplating 
impermanence in order to appreciate this 
existence more fully and seeing that death 
depends on fear : if you are without fear then 
death is nothing bad, indeed it no longer 

even happens. 
Rinpoche 
considers 
westerners 
to be quite ‘in 
their heads’, 
with lots of 
concepts and 
also doubts, 
although we 
do practice 
meditation. 
As such the 
ngondro can 
be beneficial 
for the 

western mind, cutting through our concepts 
to liberate us. The prostrations, which he said 
are an antidote for pride, we westerners 
practice slowly, by contrast he himself 
on retreat had to complete 1500 before 
breakfast! The vajrasattva is a purifying bath 
for the mind, and the mandala practice for 
making you free of the clinging of attachment. 
When Rinpoche came to talking of guru 
yoga, the final foundation, he gave some very 
profound teaching. The guru is to teach you, 
ultimately, that the guru does not exist – he 
or she is not outside you. Meeting with the 
lama’s mind is the key to it: when lama and 

student both ‘open the door’, which might 
come at any moment or any time but via the 
heart and not the thinking mind, and beyond 
language, then only one space is there. On 
the final day of the teachings Rinpoche 
reminisced about his 55 years in the west.

Contemplating these teachings it occurs to 
me that our lama has played a significant 
part in the transmission of Vajrayana not 
only individually but also at a more collective 
level – regarding the integration and transfer, 
if you will, of the Buddha Dharma from one 
culture to another, and into the western 
mind. That transmission literally began for the 
western world when three young rinpoches: 
Chime, Akong and Trungpa arrived in Oxford 
back in the sixties. As for the mind of the 
lama merging with that of the student, when 
Chime talks of his own great guru, Khenpo 
Gangshar – as he did on this occasion – then 
one really senses how his door is open for 
anyone with the readiness to meet him by 
opening their own.
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MEDITATION PRACTICE DAY LED BY A STUDENT OF KYABJE CHIME 

RINPOCHE 

Sunday 1st July, 10.30am and 2.30pm 

By donation, all welcome. Lunch is available for £5 but needs to be booked in advance.

A day of  calm abiding meditation practice together.

TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY 

Sunday 15th July 10.30am and 2.00pm 

Fee for the day: £10 including lunch.

For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary, we will be reading and 

translating Dharma texts. Please join us, all welcome!

TRALEG KHANDRO ‘BUILDING CONFIDENCE AND POSITIVITY ON 

THE SPIRITUAL PATH’ 

Saturday 21st & Sunday 22nd July, 10.30am and 2.30pm 

£30 each day. Lunch is available for £5 per day and must be booked in 

advance. 

“Adding a small amount of  salt changes the taste of  a little water

While it would not change the taste of  a great flowing river;
Similarly, a small non-virtuous deed will not spoil a vast river of  

virtue.”

From: Letter to a Friend by Nagarjuna (commentary by Traleg Rinpoche)

In this course Traleg Khandro will discuss the seeming dichotomy between seeking to 

live a spiritual life and how in that process of  gaining greater awareness there is potential

July

We would greatly appreciate it if  you could book in advance for 

events. You can do this by contacting the secretary by 

email: mail@marpahouse.org.uk or by telephone: 01799 584415.

It is very useful for us to have an idea of  numbers 
to assist our planning and preparation.  

Thank you in advance. 



 
to develop a critical and negative opinion towards oneself  and others. How do

we use self- awareness to enhance our spiritual progress, increase our happiness and 

reduce suffering for both oneself  and others? The course will look at traditional 

Buddhist philosophical perspectives and meditational techniques used to refine the 
meditative process. Some gentle Yoga sequences may also be introduced to assist in 

developing a relaxed focus in meditation.

Traleg Khandro, long-time student and wife to the late Traleg Kyabgon Rinpoche IX, 

is the President of  E-Vam Buddhist Institute USA, and the Director of   Rinpoche’s 

publishing arm Shogam Publications. Khandro studied Buddhism under Traleg 

Rinpoche’s guidance for 30 years and has undertaken numerous long meditation 

retreats. At Rinpoche’s request Khandro also received traditional LuJong (Tibetan Yoga) 

training and is a qualified Hatha Yoga instructor. Khandro gives teachings on Buddhism 
and LuJong in Australia, New Zealand, Europe, United States and South East Asia. 

Khandro has a degree in Psychology. We are absolutely delighted to welcome her to 

Marpa House again!

KYABJE CHIME RINPOCHE’S ANNUAL SUMMER SCHOOL IN 

BAERANTHAL WITH KHENPO GYURME TSULTRIM & TRALEG 

KHANDRO

Saturday 28th July –Sunday 5th August

Please contact the Secretary for information and booking forms. 

TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY  

Sunday 19th August 10.30am and 2.00pm 

Fee for the day: £10 including lunch 

For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary, we will be reading and 

translating Dharma texts. Please join us, all welcome!

SUMMER GARDEN PARTY AND OPEN GARDEN FOR THE VILLAGERS 

OF ASHDON 

Saturday 25th August 2.30pm

By donation, lunch is only available to House guests. 

A sociable and fun occasion for all. Please bring (vegetarian) food to share and come 

& enjoy the lovely gardens of  Marpa House! We will be inviting our neighbours in the 

village to join us. 

August



MEDITATION PRACTICE DAY 

Sunday 2nd September, 10.30am and 2.30pm   

By donation, all welcome. Lunch is available for £5 but needs to be booked in advance. 

A day of  calm abiding meditation practice together led by a student of  Kyabje Chime 

Rinpoche. 

BASE, PATH & FRUITION WITH VENERABLE LAMA SAMTEN 

Saturday 22nd & Sunday 23rd September 10.30am and 2.30pm 

£30 each day. Lunch is available for £5 per day and must be booked in advance

‘Basis is the unity of  the two truths.

Path is the unity of  the two accumulations.

Fruition is the unity of  the two Kayas’.

Venerable Lama Samten will share - simply - how to practically develop an 

understanding of  these three in our modern, hectic lives.

Lama Samten was born in West Tibet in 1944, fleeing his 
homeland with his family in 1959 when the Communist 

Chinese invaded. His entire family of  13 perished crossing 

the Himalayas. He took his ordination in India with the 

Very Venerable Kyabjé Kalu Rinpoche and completed 10 

years of  solitary retreat under his guidance in the Karma 

Kagyu tradition. In 1980, Lama Samten was sent to New 

Zealand by H.H. 16th Gyalwang Karmapa and spent 24 

years developing the Buddhadharma, publishing books 

and cds including the Grammy Award winner Sacred 

Tibetan Chant - the monks of  Sherab Ling. He now travels 

worldwide guiding his many students.

FAMILY WEEKEND LED BY JIGME DEERE 

Saturday 29th September & Sunday 30th September  

Places must be booked in advance. Please contact the Secretary for further details, including pricing. 

For families with children this is a lovely opportunity to all stay in the House and 

practice together – a chance for children to enjoy the Dharma and for parents to learn 

and practice together in the House. 

September



‘SIX POINTS OF INSPIRATION' WITH DAVID 
CRAWFORD  

Saturday 6th October 10.30am and 2.30pm 

£15 for the day. Lunch is available for £5 but needs to be booked in advance. 

‘Kyabje Chime Rinpoche has given guidelines for inspired living 

and Buddhist practice. The teaching will reflect Rinpoche's valuable 
insights. By analogy, it is as if  in a glorious offering, the springtime 

crocus opens six petals in sunlight and warmth, revealing the heart of  

the flower.'   

David has been a student of  Rinpoche’s for over 30 years and was ordained into 

Rinpoche’s White Sangha last year. His warm, gentle approach makes the teachings 

accessible to everyone and we are delighted that he is offering this weekend of  teaching 

and practice.  

MEDITATION PRACTICE DAY LED BY DAVID CRAWFORD 

Sunday 7th October 10.30am and 2.30pm 

By donation, all welcome. Lunch is available for £5 but needs to be booked in advance.  

A day of  ‘Shi-Neh’ or ‘Shamatha’ in Sanskrit; calm abiding meditation led by David 
Crawford. 

KYABJE CHIME RINPOCHE’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION 

Saturday 13th October 2.30pm

By donation, lunch is available for House guests only. 

Please join us in prayers, practice, ‘Calling the Lama from Afar’ and offering of  Khataks 

for Rinpoche’s birthday! Followed by birthday cake and a tea party- please bring 

vegetarian food to share. 

TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY 

Sunday 14th October 10.30am and 2.00pm 

Fee for the day: £10 including lunch. 

For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary, we will be reading and 

translating Dharma texts. Please join us, all welcome!

October



 

October

SILENT MEDITATION WEEKEND WITH LAMA KLAUS 

Saturday 27th October & Sunday 28th October 10.30am – 5.00pm each day  

£15 each day. Lunch is available for £5 but needs to be booked in advance. 

A weekend of  silent meditation instruction & practice. 

Lama Klaus has been a student of  Rinpoche’s for many years and has 

completed the three year retreat at Karma Triyana Darmachakra in 

New York. His highly accessible teaching style and joyful approach 

to meditation are an inspiration and we are delighted that he’s leading 

this weekend for us.

YOUNG SANGHA WEEKEND WITH LAMA KLAUS 

Friday 2nd November 6.30pm - Sunday 4th November 5.00pm 

For pricing and timing please contact the Secretary. For any other enquiries please speak to Ben 

McCarthy (via Marpa House). Booking essential. 

The Young Sangha is for people aged 18 to 30ish who want to meet, practice, and learn 

about meditation in the Karma Kagyu tradition of  Tibetan Buddhism. All welcome, no 

previous knowledge or experience needed. Lama Klaus will be on hand to guide us and 

answer questions.  

TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY 

Sunday 18th November 10.30am and 2.00pm  

Fee for the day: £10 including lunch.

For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary, we will be reading and 

translating Dharma texts. Please join us, all welcome!

THE UNITY OF CREATION & COMPLETION STAGES WITH 
VENERABLE LAMA SAMTEN 

Saturday 24th  & Sunday 25th November 10.30am and 2.30pm

£30 each day. Lunch is available for £5 and must be booked in advance. 

In Buddhist practice there are 2 kinds of  methods to train the mind. One is called Che 

Rim which means creation stages and the other Dzog Rim which means completion 

stages. 

November 



November

These 2 methods are suitable for different kinds of  people. Some can practice creation 

stages from the beginning and then gradually practice the completion stages.  Others, 

due to their nature and way of  life, may need to practice the other way around.  The aim 

of  taming the mind is the same.

Lama Karma Samten will explain in simple and practical terms how both can be 

practiced in unity. 

December

HALF PRICE RETREAT WEEK  

Saturday 1st – Friday 7th December

Only £108 for a week’s retreat, in your own single room and three nourishing vegetarian meals a day.  

Enjoy the deep peace and special atmosphere here in Marpa House. Very popular so please book early! 

‘Practice alone in forest or mountain retreats.

Rest, not practicing anything’ - Tilopa.

MEDITATION PRACTICE DAY 

Sunday 2nd December 10.30am and 2.30pm 

By donation, all welcome. Lunch is available for £5 but needs to be booked in advance.  

A day of  calm abiding meditation, led by a student of  Kyabje Chime Rinpoche.



 

December

THE ESSENCE OF CHOD, LED BY VICKI TOFTS 

Saturday 8th December 10.30am and 2.30pm 

£15 for the day. Lunch is available for £5 but needs to be booked in advance. 

A day of  Chod pith instructions and practice. 

 

Chod, or Cutting Through is a practice of  compassion based on an understanding 

of  emptiness. ‘When there is no more self, then there are no more demons’- Machig 

Labdron. 

Vicki has been a student of  Rinpoche’s for over ten years and last year was given a white 

robe as a symbol of  permission to teach. Her clear teaching style and direct approach 

are a joy, and we are delighted she will be teaching in Marpa House again. 

NEW YEAR’S EVE TSOG OFFERING 

Monday 31st December 2018 from 8.00pm 

By donation

A Tsog is a lovely yet powerful practice and a way of  repairing the sacred bond between 

students, teachers and the lineage. Come and join us as we say goodbye to the old year 

and welcome in the new together! 

MEDITATION PRACTICE DAY LED BY STUDENTS OF KYABJE CHIME 

RINPOCHE 

Tuesday 1st January 2019 10.30am & 2.30pm 

Suggested donation £10. Lunch is available for £5 but needs to be booked in advance. 

Join us as we practice together, set our aspirations for the year ahead and send our love 

and prayers for the wellbeing of  sentient beings everywhere. 

Marpa House Chös Khor Ling

Rectory Lane, Ashdon, Saffron Walden, Essex, CB10 2HN 

01799 584415

mai l@marpahouse.org.uk www.marpahouse.org.uk



Pasang Rinpoche on Right Motivation
by Dr. William J Giddings

It is always a wonderful occasion to be at 
Marpa House whenever a new teacher 

addresses the sangha for the first time. 
What made the first teachings given by 
Pasang Rinpoche more remarkable was that 
not only is Chime Rinpoche the uncle of 
Pasang Rinpoche, but it was the first time he 
had taught in English! Perhaps it is a ‘family 
thing’, but Pasang Rinpoche’s relaxed sense 
of humour and style of teaching, at least to 
us at Marpa House, was something we felt 
immediately comfortable with. 

At first we were told a ‘journey story’, a 
comedy of errors involving a mix-up of dates 
and time zones. But then, after the joking, 
Pasang Rinpoche came into his own. He 
spoke of the differences in approaches to 
Dharma in the east and west, the differing 
motivations to practices and the expectations 
of what the Dharma has to offer those 
who choose to follow. Rinpoche explained 
just how important right motivation is 
in establishing a firm and lasting basis for 
practice. If we approach the Dharma with 
some personal expectation such as ‘getting 
rich’ or ‘fixing a relationship’ and expect the 
Lama to put everything right for us, then we 
are most likely going to become miserable. 
It’s not the Lama’s fault if these things don’t 
happen. The source of our dissatisfaction with 
what we have comes from inside, not outside. 

Buddhism, he added, offers us the truth about 
ourselves and which leads to the realization 
that in order to become happy in this life, we 
need to demolish our urges towards grasping 
after things.

Taking the issue further, Pasang Rinpoche 
emphasized that simply studying Buddhism in 
a formal way was not enough either. In order 
to reach enlightenment is it vitally important 
to develop the right basis of motivation which 
is not to see oneself as the only person who 
suffers in samsara. To develop right motivation 
he suggested that everyone regularly practice 
tonglen, ‘sending and giving’ as an effective 
method of reducing self-clinging. After all, only 
by considering others more than oneself do 
we ever stand a chance of becoming really 
happy in this life.
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Khenpo Gangshar: Some Afterthoughts 
and Advice
by Lama Sean Price

Khenpo Gangshar Wongpo wasn’t crazy. 
Although did exhibit the qualities of a 

Heruka though. Physically he was graceful, 
courageous and outrageous; verbally 
erudite, direct and severe, whilst mentally 
compassionate, confident and wise. 

Herukas are usually depicted in art and 
meditation manuals as wrathful deities with 
many heads and hands. Yet these are simply 
methods of accomplishing Buddhahood, 
nothing more.  The real Heruka is an ‘inner’ 
quality that naturally appears the closer one 
gets to Buddhahood. Heruka literally means 
‘blood drinker’.  This shouldn’t give rise to 
ideas and fears of Dracula and blood guzzling 
vampires, it is a name with great symbolic 
meaning. It refers to a person who has cut 
or drunk-up the causes of contaminated 
rebirth. This realization is only possible 
through a genuine practice, which leads 
to inner realization and accomplishment. 
NOT through seeming outrageous physical 
behaviour or language, which amounts to 
nothing more than self-deception.

Rather than the stories (stories that are 
quickly becoming legend) about Khenpo 
Gangshar we should try to glimpse and 
experience his ‘inner’ mental qualities: 
compassion, confidence and wisdom. It is 
these qualities we should try to connect 
with. How? We can get closer to Khenpo 
Gangshar through his students and his actual 
compositions, his writings. Most of these are 
in English now and more will follow – as such, 
language isn’t a barrier any longer. Hearing/
reading them, each taken in its own unique 
context, and the deep, open and honest 
contemplation of their meaning as we try 
to imbue our being with their brilliance, 
and, above all, their genuine practice and 
integration through the practice of profound 
meditation under the guidance of a qualified guru.

Chime Rinpoche is such a master. A direct 
disciple of Khenpo Gangshar, who is full 
of learning and a desire to pass on the 
instructions he received. 

In conclusion, please do not waste the 
opportunity you have been given. Chime 
Rinpoche came to you, to Britain, as a sign of 
your merit you haven’t had to undergo any 
hardship to meet and hear the instructions 
of a qualified master. The downside is that 
a jaded attitude, or lack of appreciation, 
may sneak into our being and hold us back. 
The way to make sure we don’t have such 
an attitude is to continually contemplate 
the four-thoughts that turn the mind to the 
dharma as found in the ‘more profound than 
the actual practice’ preliminaries.

The Khenpo Gangshar Collection
If you’d like to read more of Khenpo 
Gangshar’s writings then you may find a visit 
to the Lotsawahouse website of interest. 
Amongst the works there you’ll find short 
direct instructions whose meanings become 
more deeply significant on each reading. At 
present the collection includes:

• A Way of Settling into the Realisation of 
  Mind’s Essence
• A Song of Advice for Gok Zangden



• A Song to Introduce the Unmistaken View     
  of the Great Perfection
• Vomiting Gold: A Pith Instruction in the Form
  of Advice for the Diligent Practitioner, the  
  Excellent Atsang
• Guru Yoga: The Consummate Blessing

These texts were rendered into English by 
Lama Sean Price. To read them for yourselves, 
go to the following link in your web browser.
http://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/
khenpo-gangshar/.

Why I Came Back
by Danielle Goodman

It was a chance meeting at a shared table in 
a restaurant in London while on a business 

trip from America; the neighbouring dialogue 
between a master and his disciple had 
infiltrated my furious note taking and opened 
into an animated conversation. When we all 
left, afterwards, I asked his companion, 

“Who is he?”

“Lama Chime.”

“And who are you?”

“Oh, I’m nobody,” replied the disciple.

They both walked away slowly. 

During the short walk back to my hotel, 
I understood that all the furious notes, 
meetings, arrangements and my unsatisfactory 

situation were not true  - and that this Lama 
Chime was true. Plus, I could not stop smiling. 
On my return to Florida, I had the impulse - 
smothered, thinking it would be rude - to tell 
my teacher, “I think I’ve met my next teacher.” 
From then on, whenever I came to London 
on a business trip I would attend Wednesday 
puja at Amrita Dzong.

Nevertheless, I was revisionist and dainty 
about the connection with the lama; I had 
been trained to equivocate. Nevertheless, in 
the following two years my teacher died, his 
study group dispersed, I broke with my fiancé, 
lost what I thought was my life’s work, and left 
what had been my home. All the buttresses 
of my life came down and I had to learn to sit, 
grounded. 

Then, the following summer, I was in England. 
I came to Marpa House to volunteer in the 
garden for the day. The crystal clarity of the 
light was one thing. Then there were the 
flags. It was seeing the flags that captivated 
me. I would sit in my room or on a bench 
in the garden and tirelessly watch the flags. 
The colours were so endlessly pure and 
their movement was only joy. I came back to 
volunteer as the cleaner at Marpa House. In 
autumn I walked the margins of forests and 
crossed harrowed bare dirt fields all the way 
to Saffron Walden. There were quiet quick 
deer waiting, front drives and back gardens, 
one day the surprise of a fluffy white cat at 
the edge of the open land - and always the 
blackberries. You must know that nothing is 
free in Florida. Those English blackberries that 
autumn taught something about grasping, and 
something more about generosity. No matter 
how many of the ripe fruit I took, there were 
always more to eat, delicious crushed cells 
tasting purple, always more. I could keep 
going, all the way along a hedge, and never 
run out of ripe good blackberries. One day I 
relaxed and let the next one stay, let it alone, 
left it there. There would always be more. 
And it went on and on; they only started 
to shrivel and dwindle in November.  Then I 
went home to start again.
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Way over in Florida, I have been watered 
and refreshed, from a long distance, by the 
influence of Chime Rinpoche and the mandala 
of Marpa House. It helped me decide to live 
in a dharma centre on a little river, a tidal 
river nurturing turtles, fish, and manatees 
with seawater from the bay and fresh water 
from an ancient lake and underground springs 
bubbling up from Florida swamps and shifting 
sand. What joy, to live in the humid, tropical 
dharma.

This May I came back to Marpa House, to 
drink from the well of the ‘tranquil, cool 
dharma’ of England, a well plumbed deep 
in solid earth. When I came here before, 
it was before refuge; this May I came back 
after refuge, practice, taking the path. What is 
different? Nothing. Everything. Nothing. 

When I came back this May the coloured 
flags still were reading out messages of joy, 
new and new and new on every breeze. I 
cannot convey how refreshing these flags 
are to my spirit. The radiance, the flags, the 
trees and fruits are the ways the influence has 
taken form in my imagination and memory; 
these are the symbols of the imaginary Marpa 
House and Chime Rinpoche that nourished 
me for three years in Florida, while most 
everything else in my outer life changed and 
shifted  - like sand and tidal mud, like trees 
downed, like water beings beached and 
exposed by the hurricane. 

It took some time for me to take refuge. 
This was not with Chime, it was here with 
my American lama in Florida. It takes me a 
long time for everything. Yet I persevere and 
I come back to the source; this is why I came 
back for the May teachings at Marpa House 
only this year. Showing up is unequivocal and 
definite, not dainty. He gave a long answer 
to a question about practice, which will take 
time to unwrap. I had come to England with 
another question, a request for Rinpoche; in 
the moment to ask, I listened to him speak to 
me instead, and heard words like birds singing. 
I could not understand anything he said! The 
flags though are still intelligible, unmistakeably

joyful; so are Little Gudrun’s eyes; the air 
and light sparkle around Marpa House and 
time there is still expressed in tasks. The 
shrine room changed.  The people got shinier. 
Rinpoche sang a song of freedom. “Make 
meaningful your life,” Rinpoche said.  This is 
why I came.

One of the great things which took place on 
the Monday of the May teachings was a Guru 
Rinpoche Tsok Puja. With so many people 
in attendance that day it was certain to be a 
memorable occasion with such a large spread 
of edibles, tormas and excellent recitation 
of the dakini song by the womenfolk of the 
sangha.

Presentations and Thanks
A very big thanks to Chris Atkinson as his 
tenure as House Administrator comes to an 
end.

An End of  Term Gift for Janet Scott as 
Outgoing Chair of the Committee.

Guru Rinpoche Tsok Puja
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And, of course, everyone who helped to make the 
day so special, but especially Jane, Craig, Marlis and 
Ed who cooked all the lovely food. 

Mandala Offering
Pasang Rinpoche commenced the weekend with a 
Body, Speech and Mind offering to Kyabjé Chime 
Rinpoche along with the White Sangha.

The end of the weekend saw the trustees, 
committee and staff led by Lama Alasdair give a 
mandala offering to Kyabjé Chime Rinpoche in 
devoted thanks to him, for his devotion to us.

New Members of the White Sangha
Congratulations to the latest addition to 
Rinpoche’s white sangha. Those receiving the 
robe at the May teachings were: Gail Oliver, 
Brian Richardson, Karrim Rabi-laleh, Ben
Henriques, Tansy Miller, Dr. Michael Stone, 
Francoise Guillot, Tashi Davies, John Davies, 
Ross McCleary, Irmela Stone. 
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Dad first met 
Kyabje Chime 

Rinpoche in the 
1970’s, the early days 
of Kham House. He 
had been living in an 
ashram and at the 
time his teacher was 
Swami Narayananda. 
Rinpoche took one 
look at him and said 
‘you look like you’ve 
just come from India!’

Terry brought us all to HH 16th Karmapa’s 
Black Crown ceremony and to see the Lama 
Dancing on the lawn at Marpa House. As well 
as following Rinpoche he took refuge with 
Kalu Rinpoche and helped Akong Rinpoche 
establish the gilding workshop and decorate 
the temple with Sherab Palden at Samye 
Ling. More recently he helped on the Marpa 
House committee and not long before he 
died he helped decorate the shrine for the 
Vajrakilaya empowerment. 

His gentleness, light heart, kindness, humility 
and devotion, and wonderful storytelling, are 
sorely missed. 

We would like to thank everyone for the 
incredible kindness, love and support you all 
showed dad, and us, over the last few months. 
You’ve truly all demonstrated what real 
Sangha is: active compassion, loving kindness 
and an open hearted love and warmth that 
has deeply touched us.

Thank you. It means so much to us. Rinpoche 
truly has created the most beautiful temple 
of all, the one in all your hearts, and it is pure 
gold! 

Goodbye Terry Miller 
5th May 1946 - 19th December 2017

Tansy, Chrissie & Kiran Miller

Contribute

The editorial team at Marpa House News 
is always on the lookout for interesting 

pieces of writing to include in the twice-
yearly magazine. What sort of thing makes 
it to the pages? Interesting anecdotes 
about visits to the house such as enriching 
personal experiences, moments of awakening 
which you’d like to share, reminiscences or 
recollections. Have you attended one of the 
organised events? Then perhaps you’d like to 
share your thoughts on how it was beneficial 
to you, of any moments, which were magical, 
humorous even.  Contributions needn’t be 
too long, given the page size of the magazine. 
If poetry is your thing, then verse is welcome 
too. 

Looking over the past issues of Marpa 
House News we’ve covered a lot of ground: 
teachings, cooking, flag making, volunteering, 
shrine building, language classes, children’s 
days – the list goes on. There is so much 
happening at the House and we all can’t 
be there all of the time, but there’s always 
someone here! Imagine that you’re in the 
tearoom, chatting with a good friend about 
the experiences you’ve just had at the House 
and hey, the idea of your contribution has just 
unfolded.

If you’re attending any of the planned events 
at Marpa House over the summer-autumn 
season and would like to give us a review, or 
taking a well needed personal retreat at the 
house, and would can share an insight or two 
with us, then forward your contributions for 
the attention of me, Will Giddings, via the 
usual house email address: 
mail@marpahouse.org.uk, thank you!

Winter 2011/2012
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Staffing and Volunteering Opportunities

There are various ways in which we 
can contribute to the vital work of the 

House. We use the word ‘volunteering’ in 
the ordinary sense which is perhaps an 
understatement. Getting involved in the 
functioning of the House is practice in itself.  
The sutras speak of bodhisattvas ‘giving 
service’ to the Buddhas, of working towards 
making the Dharma a living reality, the jobs 
involved might seem mundane but the 
motivation makes the difference. 

Marpa House Staff
If you have a block of spare time (from a 
week to a year), apply to be on full-time staff. 
This is a truly unique experience. 

Committee Member
We’re always on the look out for extra 
members of the team for organizing and 
running events. A period of commitment 1-3 
years is needed and members must be able 
to attend quarterly meetings. Each committee 
member is assigned areas of responsibility.

Scheduled Volunteer
Day contributions to scheduled work days 
(free food and accommodation) see the 
calendar of events for more details. 

Ad Hoc Volunteer
Large events may need the occasional extra 
pair of hands and its useful to know that 
someone can be called on at those peak 
moments when the pressure’s on.

The spirit of the house is to respect personal 
space, so you may be a regular and may want 
to get involved in the hurly-burly but no one 
will ask directly. Please, if you want to join in 
don’t be shy, just ask!   
 
To find out more, contact the secretary at 
Marpa House mail@marpahouse.org.uk



Marpa House Accommodation prices are:

Standard House Charge (shared accommodation and 3 vegetarian meals) 

£25 per night   £150 per week

Standard Retreat Charge (single room accommodation and 3 vegetarian meals) 

£30 per night  £180 per week  

Further discounts are available for retreats of four weeks or more, provided they are pre-booked and pre-paid

The Zambhala Shop at Marpa House 
sells all things Tibetan and Buddhist, 
from Thangkas and Rupas to Books and 
Shawls. Just ask the Secretary when 
visiting.  

For mail order or if you have any 
questions please contact Joyce McCleary 
via email for more information: 
joycemccleary@gmail.com

Thank you for your kindness Rinpoche, thank you!

Photos ©: Not to be reproduced without permission. Shrine (Louise Kuka/The Dharma Trust), Kyabjé Chime Rinpoche & Stevan at Losar (Kyabjé Chime 

Rinpoche), Losar (Kyabjé Chime Rinpoche/Anne-Marie Scott), Kyabjé Chime Rinpoche at May Teachings (Kyabjé Chime Rinpoche/Anne-Marie Scott), Lama 

Sean at May Teachings (Anne-Marie Scott), Passang Rinpoche at May Teachings (Anne-Marie Scott), Other photos at May Teachings (Anne-Marie Scott), Traleg 

Khandro (Vicki Tofts-Gonpo), Lama Samten (Catherine Raynor Brown), Terry Miller (The Miller Family).  Editor: William Giddings, Illustrations: Paul Wootton.


